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chants have lost no medium and fine quality teas, the rates for them 

being unprecedentedly low. {'This depreciation in their value in 

England is partly assignable to a falling-off in the Russian demand 

for fine tea; but the want of keeping properties in China leaf, prob- 

ably owing to hasty and imperfect preparation, has also a good 

deal to do with it." Fine China teas have not been bought for 

Russia because of an increase in the import duty, and, in place of 

increasing the price to the retail purchaser, an inferior leaf has beer 

purchased." 
The German Academical Union, in its last general meeting 

at Berlin, laid down the following principles of reform for the Ger- 

man schools: (I) The children are in many ways overburdened 

by the present scholastic system; (2) There is not sufficient har- 

mony between the school and the home life; (3) The training of 

the body is not attended to in proportion to that of the mind; (4) 

The exclusive privileges belonging at present to the classical 

schoolss as securing an entrance to the learned professions, ought 

to be extended to the modern schools; (5) There ought to be an 

easy access from the elementary schools to the middle and higher 

schools; (6) The FznSeatsscA?zle is the most pressirlg need of the 

present time. 

-The forty-third annual meeting of the Massachusetts Teachers' 

Association will be held in the Girls' High-School building, Boston, 

Friday and Saturday, Nov. zS ancl 26. The following programme 

is published:-Norr. 25, ' English in Secondary Schoolss' by Wil- 

liam R. Shipman, D.D., professoXr of rhetoric, Tufts College, dis- 

cussion to be opened by W. C. Collar, head master of Roxbury 

Latin School; ' What the Public demands from the Public Schools,' 

by N. A. Calkins, superintendent of schools, New York City; ' The 

Care of Children,' hy Henry C. Hardon, master of the Shurtleff 

School, Boston; s The Care of Our Younger School-Children,' by 

Ann E. Nes^7ell, Alger Primary School, Boston;; Can the Principles 

of Civil Government be taught in Schools?' by Albert Bushnell 

Hart, Ph.D., instructor in historyt Harvard University, discussion to 

be opened by Ray Greene Huling, principal of the High School, 

New Bedford; ' Some Notes on Secondary Schools in Europe,' by 

George A. Bacon, Ph.D ., editor of TSe AJcadeogy, Syracuse, N.Y.; 

s Arithmetic in the Grammar School,' by Francis A. Walker, Ph.D., 

LL.D., president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, dis- 

cussion; 'Modifications needed in the Grammar-School Curricu- 

lum,' by A. P. Stone, LL.D., superintendent of schools, Springfield, 

discussion; 'Language,' by George I. Aldrich, superintendent of 

schools, (2uincy, discussion to be opened by Larkin Dunton, LL.D., 

head master of the Normal School, Boston; ' Sight-Reading,' by 

Mary I. Lovejoy, principal of the Broadway School, Chelsea, to be 

followed by class exercises, illustrating progressive stages in the 

first, second, and third years, discussion to be opened by William 

T. Harris, LL.D., Concord. Nov. 26, ' Report of the Committee on 

Necrology,' by Natha1ziel T. Allen, chairman; 'Grammar-School 

Education' (report of the Committee on Educational Progress), by 

Ray Greene Huling, chairman; ' Character as an Object of School- 

Education,' by Louisa P. Hopkins, supere7isor of schools, Boston, 

discussion to be opened by Robert Swan, master of the Winthrop 

School, Boston; s How to secure the Better Preparation of Teach- 

ers,' by Ellen flyde, principal of the State Normal School, :Frarning- 

ham, discussion to be openecl by A. G. Boyden} principal of the 

State Nor1nal School, Bridgewater. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. 

* ** 'The attention of sciettzjf c xten is caZZed to the advantages of the correspondeozse 

coSS^Znsof S;cIENczors5Sczg$rozUtSy on record brzefSSreSigzinary tzoZices of 

tAIeir in7vestigstions. TwgszZy copies of the on?,6snber covtaining his comm?,6ticatiosz 

uziS be.farn2shedgree to any correspondKerzt on ref vest. 

TEe editor ql)iU be ̂ Zad to fizgbSish aty q?series cotsotant ql)ith the character of 

tAeyo«6-rnaZ. 
Correskondents ewre reested to be as brief as possibSe. TAe uJriter's nagze is 

ir aZZ cases re?wiredf as}roof of good fiaith. 
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IT see1ns to me that cases of amnesia like those mentioned in 

Sczence for Nov. II are not very rare; certainly three such cases 

have fallen under my own observation within the last twenty years. Sczence for Nov. II are not very rare; certainly three such cases 

have fallen under my own observation within the last twenty years. 

York, recently, is as follows: s Seismoscopes and Seismological In- 

vestigations,' T. C. Mendenhall; sOn the Primary Specializations 

of the True Fishes,2 E. D. Cope; 4 A Study of the Behavior of 

Metals under Variations of Temperature,' NVilliam A. Rogers; 

4 Cllemism in its Relations to Temperature and Pressure,' T. Sterry 

Hunt; s On the Mechanical Origin of the Structures of the Hard 

Parts of the MasnxnczZzcG,' E. D. Cope; s Progressive Series in Cllem- 

olstry,' T. Sterry Hunt; ' Kilauea, a Basalt Volcano,' J. D. Dana; 

4 Circulation of the Sea through Ne^r York Halbor,' XIenry Mitchell; 

4 On a Study of Color Contrast,' Ogden N. Rood; ' On the Relatirre 

Variability of Men and Women," On a New Form of Reproduc- 

tion in Medusae.' and ' On the Lucayan Indians,' W. K. Brooks; 

4Experiments in Measurements of Statical Electricity in Absolute 

Units,' and ' On Potential as measured by Worl<, a Mathematical 

Discussion^' A. M. Mayer; s A Comparison of Antlpodal Faunas,' 

Theo. Gill; ' On a Discovery Recently made in Connection with the 

Flight of Birds,' W. P. Trowhridge; COn the Determination of 

Star Magnitudes by Photography,' E. C. Pickering; ' On the Con- 

stant of Aberration,' A. -Hall; s The Cretaceous Coals of Western 

North America,' and ' The Future of Gold and Silver Ploduction' 

J. Si. Newberry; ' The Temperature of the Moon,' S. P. Langley; 

' On a Method of Making the NVave-Length of Sodium Light the 

Absolute Standard of Length' A. A. Michelson and E. W. Morley. 

-The increase of interest in the sciences centring about a 

scientific education in England is well shorn in the announce- 

ments of lectures to be given in connection with the Associa- 

tion for the Education of Women at Oxford. The three courses 

are, on mind, its conditions and functions, by Mr. W. L. Courtney; 

ion the outlines of the history of education, by Mrs. Scott; and on 

elementary physiology, by Mr. Dixey. 

- It is encouraging to see the appearance of new e(litions of 

books of acknowledged excellence. Macmillan's publishing,-house 

has just prepared new eelitions of Lotze's ' Metaphysics t and of 

Sidgwick's ' Principles of Political Economy.' The latter contains 

some emendations and omissions from the text of the first edition,, 

and the preface credits Schonberg rith exerti1lg an influence on the 

author's ecorwomic thought. The new edition of Lotze is in two 

arolumes, handsomely gotten up, and offered at a very low price. 

We trust it will be widely read, for the SKe-tatar only expressed the 

opinion of all philosophical nTorkers when it said, " No man of let- 

ters, no specialist in science, no philosopher, no theologian, but 

would deriveincalculable benefit from the thorough study of Lotze's 

-system of philosophy." 

-The Industrial Education Association is about to issue leaflets 

;giving concise irlformation on points of its work regarding which 

questions are continually askecl. The first will be ready in a fesv 

days, and will state compactly wilat the argument for manual 
. . . 

tralNlNg IS. 

- Several of the commissioners of Chinese customs, ill their re- 

ports for the past year, which have just -eached this country, says 

the London Tzones, l^efer to the competition in the English market 

between teas from India and China. The commissioner at Han- 

kow says that at that port for the year the fine teas bought for 

England have lost all around. " All tea-buyers say that Indian tea 

is the tea of the future for people rho can afford to pay for a 

good article. There is no reliable market for choice China tea. 

Cheap tea-sbeautiful two-shilling tea' bought here to land at 

sixpence a pound, is what seems to be wanted. It can be sold at 

a price to suit any pocket, and can be made quite drinkable and 

given a body by the addition of a few pennyworths of good, full- 

flavored Indian." Similarly the commissioner at Foochow remarks 

that one feature of the tea trade of the year has been the neglect of 

teas over a shilling a pound in the London market almost through- 

out the season. This discourages the production of the finer kinds 

of tea in China. Year by year the competition of the Indiall teas 

displaces the finer qualities of the China leaf, "in spite of which 

--there are many of experience in the tl^ade wllo mairltain that if the 

old quality were again forthcoming from China she would soon re- 
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One was of a lady who suffered from violent puerperal convul- 
sions, followed by fever, which rendered her practically unconscious 
for ten days. After her recovery she fou1ld that she had lost en- 
tirely the recollection of every thing that happened during the 
week before her sickness. 

In another case two gentlemen of my acquaintance, while driv- 
ing across a railroad, were struck by the engine. One of them was 
instantly killed: the other was so seriously injured that he was un- 
conscious for twenty-four hours, and for several weeks lay at the 
point of death; after his recovery he never regained the recollec- 
tion of going to drive on that fatal morning. 

In another instance a gentlemanwell known to me was thrown 
from his carriage by a runaway horse and by collision with another 
team. He was rendered insensible for fifteen or twenty minutes, 
and after regaining consciousness, although he remembered his 
horse running away with him, he never had any recollection of the 
collision or of falling. 

In each of these cases there seems to have been some relation 
between the lellgth of the period of unconsciousness after the slck- 
ness or accident, and the memorr-blank before it. 

JOSEPH HALL. 
Hartford, Colln., Nov. I2. 
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I have classed as similar are much farther apart than these, often 
differing greatly. 

As this paper is only suggestive, I note some changes in the On- 
ondaga language, based on a comparison of Zeisberger's dictionaryb 
made subsequent to I750, and Schoolcraft's vocabulary of I845O 
In comparing nouns and adjectives common to both, out of one hun- 
dred and fifty, I find eighty-six entirely or widely different, and sixty- 
four the same or plainly similar. In regard to the nature of these 
changes, the same remarks apply as to the Mohawk. Relatively 
the latter might be called a written language, and had changed 
much less in a century and a half than the Onondaga had in less 
than a century. In a sense the latter might seem almost a new 
language. Many words in it, of course, are new, as those of ani- 
mals and articles of which their fathers knew nothing, and doubt- 
less others were assumed for familiar things when some one hit on 
a new characteristic. The word for ' hog ' is expressive of its voice, 
and is better rendered by Zeisberger as Iweas k?veas than by the 
modern Qvzs >zs. GzZgzZ does very well for a hen, and others as 
good might be cited. The Oneidas and Onondagas formed different 
names for the elephant, yet easily understood by both; thve one 
calling it 'that great naked animal,' and the other terming it the 
'long nose.' The Onondaga name for the black raspberry is de- 
scriptive, ' the plant that bends over,' and many are quite as pictur- 
esque. This shows how a vivid imagination could readily multiply 
or change names among a primitive people, and how verbs might 
persist long after nouns had vanished. Place such a people by 
themselves, amid new scenes, and how quickly their speech might 
alter ! The Onondagas have not moved over twenty miles in two 
hundred and fifty years, yet how much their tongue has changed in 
less than half that time! A miglation to new and distant homes 
would have produced many new words, and then the language 
would have remained much the same for a time, waiting for other 
disturbing causes. W. M. BEAUCHAMP, D.D. 

Baldwinsville, N.Y., Nov. II. 

Distillery-Milk. 

AFTER the grain is mashed (corn comprises three-quarters of the 
grain used), it is cooled and run into the fermenting-tubs, where 
the yeast is added. The period of fermentation is seventy-two hours 
the first three days in the week, and ninety-six hours the last four 
days, which include Sunday; this length of time being considered 
bythegovernment sufficient to ferment all of the saccharine. It is 
during this period that the acetic acid is formed, unless very great 
care is taken. It does not necessarily follow that acetic acid appears 
but acetic fermentation occurs more often than otherwise. 

At the expiration of the fermenting period, the beer' (the en 
tire mass in fermentation) is run through the ' still' at a tempera- 
ture supposed to evaporate all the alcohol and fusel-oil; which 
vapor is run into a worm from the top of the still, and the ' slops ' 
run from the bottom of it. The mash or beer can be distilled so! 
as to leave little if any alcohol or fusel-oil in the slops, or feed; but 
in general practice there isa trace of alcohol and fusel-oil left ir 
the feed. 

I have tested slops coming from a still when the instrument va- 
ried from o to 3 per cent alcohol. No test was made for fusel-oilv 
So large a per cent of alcohol as 3 per cent is unusual, and it would 
be found very unprofitable to the distiller. The slops are fed to 
the cows while hot. Each cow's ration is thirty-six gallons a dayv 
If the water was evaporated from that quantity of slops, it would 
leave about twelve pouncls of grain; or, in other words, there is 
2,400 per cent more xvater than grain in the slops. 

With the entire system in practice to-day, the food is not desir- 
able for milch-cows, but it might be made so. But the sanitary 
conditions at Blissville and Chicago were a thousand times more 
harmful to the cows, and necessarily to the milk also, than the food 
upon which they were fed. I speak from observation of cows 
under good and bad sanitary conditions and care, fed on distillery 
slops. 

I have classed as similar are much farther apart than these, often 
differing greatly. 

As this paper is only suggestive, I note some changes in the On- 
ondaga language, based on a comparison of Zeisberger's dictionaryb 
made subsequent to I750, and Schoolcraft's vocabulary of I845O 
In comparing nouns and adjectives common to both, out of one hun- 
dred and fifty, I find eighty-six entirely or widely different, and sixty- 
four the same or plainly similar. In regard to the nature of these 
changes, the same remarks apply as to the Mohawk. Relatively 
the latter might be called a written language, and had changed 
much less in a century and a half than the Onondaga had in less 
than a century. In a sense the latter might seem almost a new 
language. Many words in it, of course, are new, as those of ani- 
mals and articles of which their fathers knew nothing, and doubt- 
less others were assumed for familiar things when some one hit on 
a new characteristic. The word for ' hog ' is expressive of its voice, 
and is better rendered by Zeisberger as Iweas k?veas than by the 
modern Qvzs >zs. GzZgzZ does very well for a hen, and others as 
good might be cited. The Oneidas and Onondagas formed different 
names for the elephant, yet easily understood by both; thve one 
calling it 'that great naked animal,' and the other terming it the 
'long nose.' The Onondaga name for the black raspberry is de- 
scriptive, ' the plant that bends over,' and many are quite as pictur- 
esque. This shows how a vivid imagination could readily multiply 
or change names among a primitive people, and how verbs might 
persist long after nouns had vanished. Place such a people by 
themselves, amid new scenes, and how quickly their speech might 
alter ! The Onondagas have not moved over twenty miles in two 
hundred and fifty years, yet how much their tongue has changed in 
less than half that time! A miglation to new and distant homes 
would have produced many new words, and then the language 
would have remained much the same for a time, waiting for other 
disturbing causes. W. M. BEAUCHAMP, D.D. 

Baldwinsville, N.Y., Nov. II. 

Distillery-Milk. 

AFTER the grain is mashed (corn comprises three-quarters of the 
grain used), it is cooled and run into the fermenting-tubs, where 
the yeast is added. The period of fermentation is seventy-two hours 
the first three days in the week, and ninety-six hours the last four 
days, which include Sunday; this length of time being considered 
bythegovernment sufficient to ferment all of the saccharine. It is 
during this period that the acetic acid is formed, unless very great 
care is taken. It does not necessarily follow that acetic acid appears 
but acetic fermentation occurs more often than otherwise. 

At the expiration of the fermenting period, the beer' (the en 
tire mass in fermentation) is run through the ' still' at a tempera- 
ture supposed to evaporate all the alcohol and fusel-oil; which 
vapor is run into a worm from the top of the still, and the ' slops ' 
run from the bottom of it. The mash or beer can be distilled so! 
as to leave little if any alcohol or fusel-oil in the slops, or feed; but 
in general practice there isa trace of alcohol and fusel-oil left ir 
the feed. 
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The Germans would be horrified to see any kind of animals sur- 
rounded by the conditions at the places named. Europeans exceS 
Amel-icans in the sanitary condition and care of their stables and 
stock, etc. 
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Changes in Indian Languages. 

THAT unwritten languages might change more rapidly than 
those which are preserved in books is very evident, though the verses 
of Chaucer and Spenser would puzzle the modern school-boy. Yet 
the vocabulary of an unlettered people has elements of stability in 
its comparatively fewwords, and often in the songs and ceremo- 
nies preserved through many generations. Hoxv rapidly they may 
change is not so easily proved, for this requires accurate vocabularies 
made long ago, which must be carefully compared with a language 
at a recent period. A moderate basis may be found for such a 
comparison in the case of some of the New York Iroquois, who 
early attracted the attention of learned men, and from this may be 
drawn a few suggestions. 

I make this comparison now, in the case of the Mohawks, be- 
tween Father Bruyas' lexicon, written about A.D. I700; the 'Mo- 
hawk Prayer-Book ' of I769; and Schoolcraft's ' Notes on the 
Iroquois,' written in I845. The later prayer-book of Rev. Eleazar 
Williams might also be cited, as the work of an educated man 
brought up as a Mohawk; but its marked differences from all other 
books printecl in that language would require a good deal of com- 
ment. Father Bruyas' lexicon is of ratlical words, and deals with 
phrases and verbs much more than with noulls and adjectives; yet 
I make the comparison on the latter. In a little over one hundred 
words common to both Schoolcraft and the- missionary, fifty-one 
differ almost entirely, while fifty-eight are either alike, or so nearly 
so as to have the resemblance apparent. Perhaps half of the latter 
number are modified forms of the same words. These represent 
the changes of an existing Indian language in about a century and 
a half, so far as they may be called changes. About one fourth are 
the same as they were in A.D. I700; another fourth are partially 
changed; nearly one-half differ entirely. 

It is to be remembered in this, that, in a language whose words 
are often descriptive, several words might represent the same ob- 
ject, and often do so, while a writer may choose but one of these. 
Many synonymes appear in Bruyas' vocabulary and in the ' Mo- 
hawk Prayer-Book.' One of these words, once common, might dis- 
appear and be succeeded by another, not new, but for a time 
obscure. In Schoolcraft's vocabulary each English word has a 
single Mohawk word as its equivalent. There mayhave been many 
others which do not appear. 

The'Mohawk Prayer-Book' of I769 was the work of several 
hands, and has comparatively few of the words found elsewhere. I 
have not made a close comparison, but have noted twenty-five names 
agreeing with Bruyas, and thirty with Schoolcraft, while it has very 
many given by neither. It is hard to catch or represent the Iro- 
quois inflection, and so spelling has made a difference where the 
word is clearly the same, though possibly changed. Thus ice' 
was rendered Gawgsa in I700, O?wzese in I769, and Ogse in I845, 

the latter perhaps approaching our own word. Some words which 
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